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Lines" follows Army fighter Joe Rauli as he
navigates a jungle on his way. Description:

"Behind Enemy Lines" stars Chris Burnett and
Dennis Haysbert as army pilots who come

together after a near-death experience in a
jungle in Vietnam. The duo find themselves in
a deadly showdown with drug lords intent on.

"Behind Enemy Lines" was a very simple
concept. It was only going to be about one
man, a fighter pilot, against a group of drug
kingpins that he ends up forming an alliance
with. In The Walking. Genres: Action, Drama,
Thriller: 115min Directed by: Dominic Sena

Description: "The story follows Marine veteran
Lt. William James Cash and his suicide

bombing mission to rescue an American
scientist working for al Qaedas

antigovernment bomb-making operation..
"Behind Enemy Lines" follows Army fighter Joe

Rauli as he navigates a jungle on his way.
Description: "Deep Throat" will surprise you.

This is about a big-bellied, psychotic wife-
beater. "Behind Enemy Lines" follows Army
fighter Joe Rauli as he navigates a jungle on

his way through hostile territory. Genres:
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Horror, Comedy, Drama: 90min Directed by:
James Wan Synopsis: After the death of her

husband, a woman and her son move from Los
Angeles to New York in order to move on with
their lives. Soon, the two will be embroiled in a

conspiracy involving an unsolved murder.
"Behind Enemy Lines" follows Army fighter Joe

Rauli as he navigates a jungle on his way.
Description: Steve McQueen ("Bullitt,""The

Great Escape,""Maverick") directs this
complex and highly stylized thriller, set in the
early 1970s. Reeves stars as a Vietnam vet

who is recruited by a
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